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Affinity™ Series
YPLC Model
80% AFUE

There’s no place like home. Or to
be exact, there’s no place like your
home, the one spot that reflects
your style and your personality.
So it makes sense to select your
furnace just as you would any
other appliance, by demanding
good looks and innovative design.
It’s possible with York ® Affinity™
Series Furnaces—engineered and
designed from the ground up to
give you more comfort and options
than ever before.

Feel good with the Good Housekeeping Seal.
York® products that bear the Good Housekeeping Seal give you the added
assurance of product replacement or refund of the purchase price if the
product proves to be defective within two years from the date sold by an
authorized dealer.

Less can be so much more.
This compact design has one of the smallest cabinets in the industry —
just 33 inches high. When replacing older units, you can save time and
money, since it easily fits in the existing space. Less space required outside,
more heating capacity inside. Trust York to keep costs down
and comfort up.
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''

ClimaTrak™ customizes your comfort.
Now you can enjoy custom comfort regardless of whether you live in a dry,
temperate or humid climate. When ClimaTrak™ variable-speed air-handling
technology is included in your system, your installer can set an operation
cycle that works best in your climate.

Modulates to meet your comfort level.
By evenly replacing the amount of heat leaving the home, a modulating
furnace automatically adjusts itself in .50 or .65% increments to maintain
the desired temperature setting within approximately half a degree of the
thermostat set point.

Modulating

Keeping it quiet.
You value peace and quiet, and so do we. That’s why York incorporates a
special sound-dampening design to reduce vibration and noise during start
up, operating and shut off periods so you enjoy the sound of silence.

Affordable peace of mind.
Select York® systems include a 10-year limited warranty on parts as
standard coverage (when you register qualifying products online within 90
days of installation, otherwise the parts warranty reverts to a 5-year parts
warranty). See your York® Dealer for details.

Quiet

•

Compact 33-inch height
and standard cabinet
widths fit more comfort
into less space.

•

Engineered to combine
efficient performance with
exceptionally attractive
cabinets — the perfect
complement to your home
comfort system.

•

Modulating design
continuously adjusts heating
level by .50% increments
(100 step increments) to
match the degree of comfort
you need precisely.

•

Feel reassured with
an outstanding limited
parts warranty, plus
lifetime heat exchanger
warranty coverage*.

•

Exclusive ClimaTrak™
technology on variable-speed
models can match your region’s
unique climate and conditions
to improve comfort.

•

Reinforced cabinets and
gasketed doors ensure peace
and quiet day and night.

* For lifetime heat exchanger warranty, system must be registered
online within 90 days of installation. If not registered within 90 days,
the heat exchanger warranty reverts to a 20-year limited warranty.

Higher efficiency means higher savings.
Affinity™ gas furnaces can provide double the efficiency of
older models. To use the map and chart, determine the AFUE
of your current system. Then using the map, find your zone.
Cross-reference your zone and AFUE in the table to determine
your approximate operating cost. Take the difference between
your current cost and that of a new, more efficient Affinity™
System to learn your estimated annual savings.

Approximate Annual Heating Operating Costs
Heating Efficiencies
AFUE1

Zone 1

Zone 2

Zone 3

Zone 4

Zone 5

65%

$1,596

$1,418

$1,082

$ 957

$ 534

80%

$1,297

$1,152

$ 875

$ 777

$ 474

92%

$1,127

$1,002

$ 764

$ 676

$ 412

95%

$1,091

$ 969

$ 740

$ 654

$ 399

1
Annual Fuel Utilization Efficiency (AFUE) was established by the federal government to allow you to compare the
efficiency of furnaces. The higher the AFUE percentage, the more efficient the furnace.

MODEL

DESCRIPTION

YPLC

Modulating burner,
variable-speed motor

H E AT I N G I N P U T R A N G E

60–120 Mbh input

AFUE*

LIMITED WARRANT Y

80%

Lifetime heat exchanger,
10-Year parts**

For additional product details, such as weight and dimensions, visit www.york.com or ask your York ® Dealer.
*Annual Fuel Utilization Efficiency
**For 10-year limited parts and lifetime heat exchanger warranties, system must be registered online within 90 days of installation.
If not registered within 90 days, the parts warranty reverts to a 5-year limited warranty and the heat exchanger warranty reverts to a 20-year limited warranty.

Complete your home comfort system by asking about ways to improve your indoor
environment and protect your family’s health with our Total Comfort System™ approach
to indoor air quality.

Make a
smart choice: York®

Long story short — our history.

Choosing the right dealer is
the first step in selecting the
best system for your home.
Your York® Dealer is trained
to give you professional home
comfort services, including:
• An evaluation of factors such as your home’s size, age,
number of rooms, climate characteristics and utility costs
• A system recommendation that fits your family’s comfort
needs, your home, your lifestyle and your budget
• The assurance of proper installation and customer care,
including warranties and maintenance options

Stay comfortable for years to come.
York is proud to offer the YorkCare™ Comfort Plan. It’s
designed to maintain your system as well as your peace of
mind. With YorkCare™ you get total protection that ensures
your unit is effective and efficient for years to come.
What’s more, your York® Dealer offers maintenance
agreements that provide upkeep while maximizing the
warranty provisions. Ask about the YorkCare™ Comfort Plan.
A little extra coverage is always a comforting idea.

You’ve probably enjoyed York engineering for
years without even knowing it. We have, after all,
designed and implemented heating and cooling
systems in some of the world’s most famous
structures, including the U.S. Capitol building,
the Sydney Opera House, the entire U.S. Navy
nuclear submarine fleet, and even venues such as your local
mall and corner bank.
There’s a reason people trust us with the
big jobs. We’ve been doing this a long
time. Over 135 years, in fact. In that time,
we developed the first successful room
air conditioner and cooled the world’s
first theater, hotel and office building.
We’re constantly leading the industry
in our design and our technology.
And our commitment has earned our
products the Good
Housekeeping Seal
of Approval. No
matter what the scale,
chances are we’ve
developed an efficient,
durable and effective
solution for it.

You can depend on York to give you the choices you trust for comfortable performance all day long, year after year.
Want to know more? Contact your York ® Dealer. They have over 135 years of innovation to tell you about.
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